Abstract:
Human with trained motor skills can fluidly and flexibly interact with machines while smart machines can also provide motor assistance and enhancement to facilitate human’s motor skills learning. However, we currently lack theories and design tools to effectively model and tune human motor control and its interactions with machines. In this talk, I will discuss recent developments modeling and control of human motor skills through unstable physical human-machine interactions (upHMI). Rider-bikebot (i.e., bicycle-like robot) interactions is used as an upHMI paradigm to examine a sensorimotor theory for modeling of human motor control relevant to balancing motor activities. I will first present a novel control-theoretic physical/learning modeling framework of extracting and characterizing human control strategies in a lower-dimensional space. I will then present a balance equilibrium manifold (BEM) concept to study how a human rider balances a bikebot while maintaining tracking a desired trajectory. A performance metric is also introduced to quantify the balance motor skills using the BEM. Extensive experiments are conducted to validate the analyses and demonstrate the balance skill metrics. Finally, I will briefly present balancing stability analysis and motor skill control of the rider-bikebot interactions.
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